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 attention as the top health-supportive diet for the 50 million
people diet guidelines, 100 recipes, shopping lists, along with simple
tools and strategies for doing the AIP diet plan successfully.
nevertheless living the AIP way can feel confusing and overpowering. You
may have no idea the place to start and so are overwhelmed by the
apparently endless list of foods to avoid and rigid guidelines to adhere
to -- the truth is that t make one feel like you are taking in on a
restricted diet plan.) Written by well-known AIP blogger, Sophie Van
Tiggelen, of A Squirrel in your kitchen, The Autoimmune Protocol Made
Simple Cookbook distills the challenging technology and diet tenets
within other AIP books down to most useful, actionable, "need-to-know"
details in the form of experiencing autoimmune conditions;The Autoimmune
Process Diet is gaining  This book makes AIP clear and understandable
with brief, succinct explanations of the different AIP approaches and
100 AIP-compliant recipes that are inventive and delicious -- and
don'that you can do the AIP diet plan easily (and deliciously! 
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A great overall cookbook for an incredible diet that really works In
2014 I then found out I had 2 autoimmune diseases - Hashimoto's
Thyroiditis and Celiac Disease. I was 37, a mother of 2, and may barely
log off the couch. I was not living at all, simply existing. So I
returned onto the Autoimmune Protocol and today I'm 45 times in and feel
freakin FANTASTIC once again. Very pretty format, beautiful pictures,
easy and incredibly delicious quality recipes. I had my life back, and
that's something special that can not be overlooked in any way. I
proceeded to consume Paleo for several years, still feeling great, until
this past winter when life just got in the way and I started eating
generally just gluten-free for convenience. I QUICKLY got the worst
flare of my Hashimoto's that I've had and I understood something had to
change. I learned about the Autoimmune Process and attempted it,
figuring I got nil to lose. Seriously, this diet functions. Yes,
autoimmune disease can be triggered by a mixture of genetics,
environment, lifestyle, but if you tidy up the dietary plan and
lifestyle piece that you have a great chance of putting your disease(s)
into remission and/or getting rid of symptoms.With all that, you can
find just a few books out generally there with recipes for this
protocol. Quick and simple recipes Love this cookbook! Excellent, easy
quality recipes to follow I actually used this when doing AIP, which I
no longer need to do. Not too specific, and that means you get
breakfast, lunch time, dinner, dessert, and condiment choices. I have
purchased many (6 total) additional cookbooks on AIP and Mrs. SEVEN! I
immediately made the Honey Lime Chicken, Nice Potato Gratin, a salad
with the Shallot Vinagarette, and the Rosemary and Thyme Focaccia for
dinner after I got the publication (yes, that was a lot, but I was
thrilled). Everything was delicious and everyone in the fam gobbled it
on up, so that is clearly a winner for me. easy food! Delicious new
recipes for clean eating. I've made the rosemary and thyme focaccia, and
it's as great as many people are saying. The physician recommended
health supplements and dietary changes. And 45 times in, I've tried all
of them :-) I was excited to check this one out and when I acquired it I
was excited to visit a bunch of fresh things to try out. The recipes are
so easy which is perfect for anyone starting the Autoimmune paleo
protocol. Autoimmune Recovery through food and wellbeing can be done!
10/10 We normally don't write evaluations very often but this cookbook
is amazing! Read cover to cover and produced a couple of the delicious
recipes! Ready for something entire, something healing and yet I
understood my old diet wouldn’t help me. Full of great info too. Very
useful, easy and yummy dishes. Love the file format and pictures! At one
stage, I was recommended seven different medicines. Van Tiggelen, after
Michelle Springtime of ThrivingonPaleo.com recommended them. I
absolutely like them both. A short few months later on I felt better
than I got in over a decade! Since I've been on a healing diet, I've
been eating salads just about any time. I am the primary cook in my home



and and I am the one with the autoimmune problems. This actually got me
worked up about aip again even though I've been onto it for 2 years. If
you have autoimmune problems, this reserve with fill your tummy and your
won't recognize that you're "missing" other foods. And it's pretty
family friendly as well which is good since even though I'm the only
person in our house performing this, I still make dinners for my husband
and kids that are compliant, just so we won't need to make 2 dinners.
Van Tiggelen's books are the ones that I have used almost exclusively.
Delicious and Easy Recipes My hubby was recently diagnosed with what the
naturopath calls borderline Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. The recipes are
thrilling and don't rely on a lot of cauliflower and banana. It’s my
good fortune to understand Sophie, a friend and neighbor, who healed her
Hashimoto’s with diet. These recipes are nutrient dense, delicious and
an easy task to make! We especially enjoy the turkey-veggie skillet,
maple bacon patties, cream of parsnip soup, honey lime chicken with
peach salsa and my husband's favorite, Tex-Mex marinated steak. The Gut-
Healing Turmeric gummies certainly are a whimsical addition to the
cookbook! We’re both feeling great and well-nourished. It really is
assisting me in my own journey to fight my autoimmune disease and become
healthier and inflammation free of charge. Love this book! So
beautifully come up with, love all the gorgeous pics of food. My husband
and both elderly parents possess loved the meals as well. Even better
will be the recipes themselves. autoimmune protocol compliant! I was
surprised to get that the recipes lack nutritional info and macro
summaries, limiting usefulness in case you are tracking carbs or body
fat. Sooooo innovative and yummy! Even though I've added foods back, I
still utilize this cookbook.I'm looking forward to trying out more
recipes from this book in the weeks to arrive! AIP compliant (not
paleo). Paleo might use this book too, but AIP compliance was vital that
you me when searching for the right book! The quality recipes are easy,
pretty quick to make, and all taste delicious (my husband even liked
several of them). Not my favorite book The recipes are simply ok. It's a
nice, broad cookbook. Many of the receipts are easy and I love them. My
family finished up eating the majority of everything I cooked from right
here. Quick & I actually was diagnosed about 4 years back with an
autoimmune disease called Dermatomyositis. I'm thankful for this
cookbook! Love it! Where is is the nutritional information for every
recipe? Thank you thank you many thanks for the inspiration! Don’t waste
your dollars! I love salad, but I need more variety (and sizzling food).
Hardly any pictures, basic dishes and a complete waste of time and
money. Worthless! Wonderful book! Fantastic book! It’s also ideal for
anyone wanting a clean and healthier lifestyle! Great cookbook for AIP
This book has helped make cooking AIP easier. It’s not terrible for me
at this stage because I’ve been able to manage it with diet, rest and
exercise. Never to forget, yoga exercise and meditation aswell, both
were major stress-relievers that i very much need to be able to balance



my health and disease so that I don’t suffer the consequences of
symptoms. We purchased this cookbook, combined with the Simply French
Paleo from Mrs. Having delicious meals that everyone will consume is key
to me in order to avoid overwhelm. I was completed. I wish I possibly
could say I found the solution and that they helped me experience
better…they didn’t. It required me about 24 months to determine that the
medicines that we provided to me by way of a professional weren’t doing
much besides making me succumb to the side-effects. They were likely to
help with my aches, pains, stomach upset, headaches, inflammation and
the list goes on. I love new dishes for clean taking in. I required
nourishment and I needed it without preservatives or sugars, salts or
anything artificial. And I needed to eat a thing that I understood would
help me heal. Viewing this on Netgalley and I knew I had to check it out
and I’m glad I did so! Great AIP resource Though I've only made a small
number of quality recipes, they've all been excellent! There are no hard
to find ingredients. This book sucks! I suspect this cookbook will be a
good reference for "beyond basic" AIP recipes, especially since it
offers a number of creative salad recipes. The soups I've produced are
delicious, the fennel "hummus" was yummy, and the foccacia was ah-
mazing! My bread-loving hubby continues requesting more. The quality
recipes are simple, available, and delicious.
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